
In the Arms of the Pack: Audience Edition 

In this story, you are part of a group of beings, powerful and beautiful, who band together. You 

share a purpose as well as the deepest emotional and physical intimacies. Welcome others into 

this world in which they must sink or swim. Will you rebel, embrace or be accepted? Will the 

whole help the parts transcend? 

GUIDELINES 
Cast: Five to ten players will be Actors, playing a character in the pack. Everyone else will be Audience 

and work with the Directors to guide play and watch what unfolds.  

Touch: During play casual touch (on arms, back, etc.), and holding hands or giving hugs is likely. The 

Directors will check in with each player to make other accommodations as needed. 

Yes, And..:  Say yes to what each other suggests, and add to it. Be obvious, build on what makes sense. 

Meta-Techniques: Directions for play offered by the Director & Audience to Actors. 

SETUP: 
Together we’ll pick what the pack will be:   

Werewolves—Lean, glossy, brimming with vigor and keenly in tune with the wind, 

moon and life on the earth. The pack lives and breathes together. Hunts, mates 

and dies together. 

Vampires—Unearthly, dire, leached of blood, unseen by sun. Awesome, terrify 

and beautiful like the shadow of the moon or the edge of a knife. The brood staulk 

their mortal prey, rest by day and while the years away together. 

Fae or Spirits—Enchanted, beguiling, transcendent of yet coupled with the natural world: 

be it fire, wind, the hearth, winter, under hill or oasis. The circle of spirits obey 

their own logic and are tied together in unending, unbreakable patterns of glamour, 

power, majesty and longing for what the mortal world brings: newness and freshness. 

 

Nature: Choose a Name Tag.This is a role they play in the pack, and how others see them. 

Elder—ancient, revered by all 
Leader—decisive, obeyed by all but one 
Adept—powerful, admired by all 
Innocent—curious, perhaps not yet a member of 
the group, coddled by all 
Exile—outcast, shunned by all but one 

Servant—subordinate, bossed around by all 
Rebel—willful, argued with by all 
Predator—destructive, feared by all 
Beloved—affectionate, treasured by all 
Parasite—undermining, trusted by all 
Outsider—different, discussed by all 

Unique Relationship: Divide into pairs. Choose a relationship for each pair: 

Parent-child 
Comrades at arms  
Fellow hunters 
Siblings 

Student-teacher 
Enemies 
Rivals 
Sworn Friends 



Mortal Bond 

Name one thing for each character that ties them to the Mortal world. Examples: 

a place of sanctuary  
childhood among mortals  
compassion from a mortal 

a lover   
hatred of a mortal 
a false identity 

 

Internal Conflict 

A growing disagreement among members of the group threatens to destabilize everyone. Decide what 

that is. Pick two characters to embody and champion this Internal Conflict. 

 

External Conflict 

A goal or threat to the group prods them into action. 

 

 

SCENES 
Characters interact in scenes. Alternate between Full Group Scenes where all are present, and Small 

Group Scenes with 2-3 characters present. Always start with the “Intro” scene. Play out 3-5 Full Group 

Scenes, or more if there is time.  

 

Settings: Choose and describe a location for each scene.  

Sex & Violence: When present, play out scene immediately following, or preceding them. When playing 

out the aftermath of sex or violence, each player pick some good or bad thing that befell their character. 

Introduce this into the scene, and others build upon it.  

Intro 
The members of the coterie gather and enjoy one 
another. 
 
Danger 
A threat from outside the group brings them 
together. 
 
Party/Orgy 
Celebration turns to the enjoyment of deeper 
bonds 
 

Adventure 
An outing in to the Mortal world 
 
Intimate 
A moment of respite: quiet, sexy, beautiful, or 
serene. 
 
Battle 
Taking on forces mustered against the band 
 
 

 

Bring the game to an end at the end of a scene that brings major resolution to one or both of the 

Conflicts.  

 

ENDGAME 
After play, share food & drink if you can and chat about play. Some suggested topics: 

• Will the pack stay together? 

• What moment made you feel their bonds the most? 

• How did your character feel about the struggles going on? 
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Meta-Techniques 
BIRD-IN-EAR – Speak to a player during a scene, suggest emotions the character feels, or 

actions the player takes. Use this to ratchet up tension or to heighten emotions and dramatic 

irony. Speak loudly enough that all players can hear the direction during pauses, or speak 

quietly to player in question. One Audience member or Director will have Bird in Ear token. 

Use during scenes.  

 

FLASHBACK - Scenes showing events in the past of the main narrative. Look for important 

or impactful events that are mentioned in play or that would add a great twist to the story. 

Flesh out characters to better where they are coming from.  Small Group Scenes.  

 

FLASH FORWARD - Scene showing possible future for character in the game. May be 

something that will definitely happen, or that is wishful thinking. Small Group Scenes. 

 

MONOLOGUE – Out of character dialogue expressing how a character is feeling. Call for brief 

halt to ongoing scene where all become quiet and listen to the focus player. Make specific 

request such as “Tell us how her listening to you makes you feel.” Resume play when 

completed. Audience will be given Monologue Cards. Give to Director to use. Use during 

scenes. 

 

QUESTIONS – Ask questions about what the characters might care about, what they might 

want to do, or what you are curious about in the story. Used between scenes.  



 
Monologue

Once per Scene.

Ask actor to share
internal thoughts of 

their character. 

 
Monologue

Once per Scene.

Ask actor to share
internal thoughts of 

their character. 
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